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Application of Video Scene Semantic Recognition Technology in Smart Video
Lele QIN, Lihua KANG
Abstract: Video behaviour recognition and semantic recognition understanding are important components of intelligent video analytics. Traditionally, human behaviour
recognition has met problems of low recognition efficiencies and poor accuracies. For example, most existing behaviour recognition methods use the video frames obtained
by even segmentation and fixed sampling as the input, which may lose important information between sampling intervals, fail to identify the key frames of the video segments
and make use of the contextual semantics to understand current behaviour. In order to improve the semantic understanding capacity and efficiency of video segments, this
paper adopts a 3-layer semantic recognition approach based on key frame extraction. First, it completes the segmentation for video recognition at the bottom layer, extracts
the key frames in the video segments, primarily understands basic semantics of the persons’ identifications, behaviours and environment, and then introduces the primarily
acquired information into the middle layer for semantic integration, and through the integration of various semantics, adopts the loss function to learn the latent relationship
between different modal semantics, to enhance the integrating capacity and the robustness of the character semantic integration, and finally, by overall fine tuning, semantic
recognition and adjusting all the parameters of the network, completes the semantic recognition task of the video scenario. This method enjoys higher recognition accuracies
based on certain datasets, capable of effectively recognizing the semantics of characters and behaviours in videos. Through practical testing, the adoption of the algorithm
integrating key frame extractions with the video scene semantic recognition has improved the recognition accuracy and effect of the video character semantics.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In the world nowadays, there are so many hidden
troubles of security due to large populations and
complicated communications. Along with increasingly
higher requirements for security and current scientific and
technological development, surveillance cameras have
witnessed an exponential increase in quantity and covered
larger and larger areas. An enormous surveillance network
with numerous cameras will generate a sea of data almost
in an instant; then, how to extract information of value
efficiently from such a sea of data is an urgent problem for
smart video technology to solve. Specifically speaking,
that is to enable cameras to be eyes, the video transmission
network the neural network and the smart recognition
technology and algorithms the brains, in a bid for
comprehension and judgment of contents in monitored
areas and automatic recognition and alarming of abnormal
actions. Video action recognition is an important
component of smart video analysis and its key lies in
splitting the video into image sequences and sorting by
spatio-temporal features. In recent years, thanks to great
success of deep neural network in the field of image
recognition, application of neural network to detection and
recognition of video actions has achieved remarkable
effects.
2

RELEVANT RESEARCH

As Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) technology
made great success in image recognition, researchers
began to switch their research emphasis to the field of
video action recognition. After video segmentation, the
current deep learning method is divided into two parts, i.e.
video clip feature extraction and video level feature fusion
extraction. In modern times, most technologies adopted are
with CNN as the means of extracting video features; that is
to divide a video into clips, extract one or more interested
frames and input them into CNN for subsequent analysis,
comprehension and fusion of clip features [1, 2]. With
RBG video as research object, Tran [3] et al. used features
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of 3D convolutional extraction actions directly and
achieved good effects. Yet due to limits on size of
convolutional network, such 3D CNN failed to process
videos of different lengths. Donahues et al. proposed
LRCN structure and introduced LSTM (Long Short-Term
Memory) to fuse features extracted by each frame on the
basis of CNN’s extracting features of independent frames.
The foregoing two methods cost much training time and
storage. Karen et al. [4]. brought forward Two-Stream
method, which took dense optical flow as auxiliary input
and employed two contrary CNNs to extract single-frame
original image and multi-frame optical flow image features
respectively, so as for fusion at final evaluation level.
Application of two-stream technology improved the
accuracy of action recognition remarkably and thus
became the emphasis of research and use. In subsequent
research, many cases were enhancement and improvement
of deep-learning network on the basis of two-stream
network. Temporal Segment Network (TSN), which was
put forward by Wang [5], as a new video-based action
recognition network structure, combines sparse temporal
sampling statics with video-based surveillance and utilizes
the entire video to support efficient learning; on the other
hand, TSN contributes to learning of video data processing
by CNN. Ji et al. [6] researched action recognition based
on RGB video by constructing 3D CNN model, i.e. to first
use a series of fixed kernel functions to generate multichannel information for each frame, then capture motion
information between multiple neighbouring frames by
means of 3D CNN and eventually obtain final feature
representation by combining information of all channels,
so as to make a judgment on actions in the video.
In combination with relevant research achievements,
this paper builds a character semantic action recognition
model based on video scene deep learning and by use of
keyframe extraction technology, so as to greatly improve
the accuracy of action recognition. Main contributions of
such research are as follows:
(1) Proposing the semantic recognition algorithm
based on CNN deep learning; and
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(2) Acquiring keyframe by means of video scene and
clip segmentation, so as to improve the efficiency and
accuracy of recognition.
3

VIDEO SEMANTIC ANALYSIS AND RELEVANT
RESEARCH

As unstructured data, videos contain abundant
semantic information and digging the internal relevancy of
videos is of profound significance for improvement of
precision ratio and recall ratio of video semantic inquiry.
Semantic relevance refers to polysemy and synonymity of
semantic conceptions among video data. For the sake of
eliminating some associative architecture implied among
semantics, it is required to analyse the relevancy of
extracted semantics and decompose giant video database in
addition to dimensionality reduction. Semantic
information of tasks in a video can be specifically divided
into character identify information, motion, facial
expression, voice and so on [7-9]. Current methods for
fusion of semantic themes express visual features of each
image as a visual "Bag-of-words". For design of a
probability model, it is acceptable to obtain potential
semantic themes respectively from visual modality and text
modality and fuse two kinds of semantic themes with a
self-adaptive asymmetric learning method.
Whereas video images contain a number of semantic
conception relations, once researchers turned to the
Concept Hierarchy Tree of Word Net, because there is one
and only one path between two nodes in the Concept Tree
and the length of such path can serve as a measurement of
semantic similarity between these two concepts [10-13].
For video flow, Shot Boundary Detection is conducted first
and the video is segmented into short takes with video
segmentation algorithms, such as pixel algorithm,
histogram algorithm, X2 histogram algorithm, X2
histogram block algorithm and contour a boundary ROC
(Rate of Change) algorithm; then, the original motion trails
of video object are extracted by use of moving object
tracking algorithms, such as mean shift algorithm, object
tracking based on Kalman filter, object tracking based on
particle filter and algorithm based on modeling of moving
object, with the longest trail to be processed and
information extracted therefrom, including motion
direction and slop of motion trail curve. At last, the said
motion action will be marked by hand to extract the video
verb semantic label [14-21]. Also, some other researchers
proposed that semantic clews of multiple event
recognitions should be fused by means of a deep-level
learning strategy so that the issue of recognition would be
solved by answering how to jointly analyse human actions,
objects and scenes. That is to say, first, each type of
semantic features is transmitted to an abstract path of
multi-level features, with one fusion level to connect all
different paths, accordingly to learn the mutually affecting
relevancy of semantic clews via unsupervised transchannel coding; lastly, the question of how semantic clews
compose one event and a group of events is answered by
fine tuning of large-amplitude objects on the architecture
[21-24].
This paper adopts a 3-layer semantic recognition
approach based on key frame extraction. First, it completes
the segmentation for video recognition at the bottom layer,
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extracts the key frames in the video segments, primarily
understands basic semantics of the persons’ identifications,
behaviours and environment, and then introduces the
primarily acquired information into the middle layer for
semantic integration, and through the integration of various
semantics, adopts the loss function to learn the latent
relationship between different modal semantics, to enhance
the integrating capacity and the robustness of the character
semantic integration, and finally, by overall fine tuning,
semantic recognition and adjusting all the parameters of the
network, completes the semantic recognition task of the
video scenario. This method enjoys higher recognition
accuracies based on certain datasets, capable of effectively
recognizing the semantics of characters and behaviours in
videos.
4

SCENE SEGMENTATION AND KEYFRAME
ACQUISITION

Shot segmentation refers to short segmentation of
video sequence, also called as short change detection. It is
one of key technologies in video inquiry and also the first
step of video processing, including pixel algorithm,
histogram algorithm, X2 histogram algorithm, X2
histogram block algorithm and contour an boundary ROC
(Rate of Change) algorithm. It is used to detect shot cut and
fade-in/fade-out. This algorithm detects shot cut by
calculating the difference between histograms of two
consecutive images in the video. Besides shot cut, another
way is fade-in/fade-out, i.e. the frame close to the junction
of videos turns dark little by little and then bright again;
therefore, the neighbouring pixel relevancy of each frame
will go smaller first and then larger and the gradient
between every two pixels is just the very representation of
their relevancy. In the research herein the key frame in the
clip is first to select [25, 26].
4.1 Clip Segmentation
Movements are distributed on different time varying
from speed, resulting in unbalance of movement
information content in time domain. For example, the
movement to strike Ping Pong consists of arm withdrawal,
readiness-to-strike, strike and so on. The phase from arm
withdrawal to readiness-to-strike takes approximately 236
frames while that from readiness-to-strike to strike does
approximately 186 frames, as shown in Fig. 1, with
possible leftover of information content as consequences
of sampling in terms of even segmentation [27, 28].
In the process of video detection, the subject occupies
the most or vast majority space of frame; thus, it is
acceptable to express the motion conditions of subject with
the algorithm of dense optical flow. Dense optical flow is
defined as below [24]:
T (x, y ) = I ( x + u , y + v)

(1)

Where: T - Past frame; I - Current frame; u, v - Offsets of
pixel on x-axis and y-axis.
In this formula, u and v correspond to matrixes of
coordinates x, y. When the subject in the frame was in
obvious motion, the optical flow image should have a high
absolute value, that is to say there often was a lot of action
Technical Gazette 25, 5(2018), 1429-1436
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information contained. Generally action information are
distributed unevenly in the video; therefore, in order to
make the motion information amounts in video clips tend
to be even, in the case that the clip quantity NS is fixed, it
is required to minimize the segment variance VM. VM is
defined as follows [27]:
VM =

∑i (M i − M )
Ns

(2)

Where: Mi - The motion information content of the ith clip;
M - Average information content of clip.
Therefore, the information content of each clip, M, is
shown as below:

M = ∑i

∑ c ∑ x, y flowi2 ( x, y, z )

(3)

Where: flowi(x, y, z) - Corresponding two-channel optical
flow image in clip; z - Channel of optical flow.
In general, optical flow will fluctuate depending on
changes of video quality, thus resulting in errors. In this
case, it is acceptable to consider seeking local optimal
solution in a sense, instead of considering overall optimal
one. Therefore, in this paper, this problem is solved by
introducing Greedy algorithm for solution of
approximation.

Figure 1 Ping Pong Strike Movement Breakdown

4.2 Keyframe Acquisition

KeyIndex = ragmax (E )

(5)

It is very necessary to adopt CNN deep learning model
for pre-use and in-use training so that the effects of video
recognition would be improved greatly. Generally it is
believed that the learning model learns the features of
image, but an image could be either clear or fuzzy and a
fuzzy image is possible to considerably affect final image
recognition. Therefore, it is required to intensify the
training on fuzzy image, accordingly to improve the
acquisition degree of image information content. With the
approach of information content evaluation, in this paper,
keyframes are identified by finding image frames with
maximum information content in the video clip [29, 30].
As research demonstrated, human vision pays more
attention to the edge of observed object in the image, thus
many detection methods based on image edge have
achieved great successes. Ei may be defined as edge
information content of the ith-frame image, shown as
below:

Ei =

∑ x, y edgei ( x, y)
W ×H

(4)

Where: edgei(x, y) - Edge image obtained from video
frame; W - Image width (pixel); H - Image height (pixel).
The edge extraction method raised by Dollar et al. has
succeeded greatly and it is also employed in this paper.
Meanwhile, the evenness of image gray scale also indicates
how fuzzy the research object is. As compared in Fig. 2, it
is believed that the left picture achieved higher scores
under the condition that research objects maintain
unchanged roughly. In the final video clip taken, the frame
with most information content is keyframe [31, 32], as
shown below:
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Figure 2 Comparison of Image Edge Conditions in Motion

4.3 Feature Fusion
Regarding spatial feature network design, in order for
strong scale detail recognition ability of image network, in
this paper the Inception structure is chosen for image
sorting task, with Batch Normalization serving for more
rapid and accurate convergence of that structure.
Regarding temporal feature network design, a modified
Inception structure is selected, and on the basis of original,
the weight of first convolutional layer in network is
1431
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brought for channel expansion, in a bid to enable input to
support more channels. Since continuous limited frame
information is extracted from current optical flow network,
it is possible to support extraction of video features from
different temporal scales after an optical flow network with
multiple temporal scales is introduced. Temporal feature
network design still adopts the Inception structure and also
makes necessary modifications to that structure, i.e.
channel expansion is made to the first convolutional layer
weight of network on the basis of original network. For
only continuous limited frame information can be extracted
from current optical flow network, it is acceptable to
introduce the optical flow network with multiple temporal
scales, so as to possess the feature of extracting different
Spatial Feature
Network

Temporal Feature
Network

temporal scales. The implementation chart of spatiotemporal network learning machine training is as shown in
Fig. 3. Frames selected from each clip serve as input and
the network output is the output of last convolutional layer
in corresponding network, with mean pooling to be used
for fusion of both. Video clips are segmented on the basis
of motion information content and video frames are
selected from those clips randomly as input, so that each
clip would be with spatio-temporal features; that is the
input of convolutional layer. Mean pooling is indispensible
and the results of pooling serve as input of loss function for
the sake of loss calculation and later backpropagation [27,
31, 32].

Spatial Feature
Network

Temporal Feature
Network

Mean Pooling

Mean Pooling

Loss Function of Image

Loss Function of Optical Flow

Figure 3 Implementation Chart of Network-integrated Learning Machine Training

In this way, it will be possible to extract keyframes
from video clips successfully and then further complete
shot segmentation.
5

TECHNOLOGICAL ARCHITECTURE OF VIDEO
SEMANTIC RECOGNITION MODEL BASED ON DEEP
LEARNING

The semantic understanding of image has hierarchical
structure, including low-layer, middle-layer and highlayer. It respectively corresponds to the image processing
layer (low-level visual features), image analysis layer
(middle semantic features) and image recognition layer
(high-level sampling semantics). It forms the bottom-up
data-driving from low-layer to high-layer and top-down
knowledge driving from high-layer to low-layer, of which
the existence of middle layer aims to reduce the semantic
gap between the low-layer and the high-layer. The
semantic understanding of image scene must establish the
mapping relationship between low-layer visual features
and high-layer scene semantics, which belongs to the
category of image semantic understanding.
Due to video data featured by complicated structure,
abundant semantics and diversified data types etc.,
traditional data models like relational model and object
model are incapable of playing such a vital role and a data
model specific to video is required. Information in need of
description in videos is distributed in three levels: (1)
bottom features: characteristics extracted from original
video data by use of automatic analysis technology, e.g.
color, texture, shape, motion etc.; (2) spatial and temporal
1432

information of physical object: "what appears in the
video", including objects extracted from the video, their
motion trails and their spatio-temporal relationship, which
information can be extracted from video data in an
automatic or semi-automatic manner; (3) semantic
information: "what happened in the video", information
that people perceive while watching the video, which
reflects people’s comprehension of video contents [33, 34].
The video semantic recognition model based on scene
deep learning consists of three levels: (1) middle-layer
semantic feature extraction; (2) multi-channel semantic
feature fusion; and (3) overall fine adjustment and semantic
recognition. Firstly, CNN inputs keyframe images in all
scenes into the extraction layer and extracts lower-level
features of three channels, namely character semantics
S(0)P, behavior semantics S(0)B and context semantics
S(0)C, in the set of these keyframe images. Then, by going
through CNN in parallel, the reduction of lower-level
feature vector dimension is learned and the training of
middle-layer semantic feature extraction in three channels
is accomplished, as shown in Fig. 4. Each process of
channel semantic feature extraction consists of
convolution, subsampling and full connection. In the
process of semantic recognition, middle-layer semantic
features are taken as input of multiple fusion layers, i.e.
I (n) = [ S (n)P, S (n)B, S (n)C ] , and fusion of multi-channel
semantic features is realized by means of CNN learning
methods of multiple channels, i.e. I (n + 1) =
=
[ S (n + 1)P, S (n + 1)B, S (n + 1)C ] ; therein, for relevancy

of semantic features at each level, loss function is
Technical Gazette 25, 5(2018), 1429-1436
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introduced to learn adjustment parameters. Finally, the
results of multi-channel semantic feature fusion act as input
of recognition layer. Meanwhile, loss function of large
margin is deployed to fine-adjust the parameters of entire
network learning, resulting in mission of semantic
recognition completed in the end.

Essentially, convolution is to make once or repeated nonlinear changes on original feature vectors through one or
multiple trainable convolution kernels [31]. Herein, it is
feasible to describe neurons of the xth layer with (Nx, bx∗bx)
and express the convolution operation of neurons between
the xth layer and the (x−1)th layer by means of f(n∗n) vector
of one or multiple kernels and multiple connection tables
(Nx∗Nx−1). The input feature map (Nx, bx∗bx) will be
obtained by f(n∗n) vector of multiple trainable kernels
convoluting an image of m∗n dimension as input, then plus
offset b, with Nx indicating the number of feature maps at
the x-th layer and bx the dimension(s) of them. What is
input into the first layer are images and that into subsequent
stages subsets of convolutional feature image sets extracted
from previous layer. Specifically to know exactly how
many feature maps are sufficient for convolution to
constitute one feature map of the following layer, it is
required to preset a connection table between feature maps
of two layers and such table shall record connection
relations between those feature maps at two layers. In this
way, the convolution layer formula of behavior semantic
channel is as follows:

=
C A(x )k σ  ∑ k∈D x
ij


(∑

n
n
F (x ) C (x −1)
i=
i=
1
1 Aij Aij k

∑

)

+ bl 


(6)

Where: FA(x ) - Convolution kernel of the xth layer on
ij

Figure 4 Technological Architecture of Video Semantic Recognition Model
Based on Deep Learning
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behavior semantic channel; Cx - Feature map set to e input
at the xth layer; b - Offset to be added after convolution
operation

EXTRACTION AND FUSION OF CHANNEL SEMANTIC
FEATURES

The semantic classification of image scene belongs to
the category of overall scene semantic understanding,
which is realized mainly by extracting visual features of the
scene image, performing characteristic mapping,
completing image contents description, designing
classifier and finally completing image scene classification
and recognition. The scene classification includes two key
problems: image contents description and classification
judgment. The image content description seeks to obtain
the most judgment expression of the scene image, while the
classification judgment sets modeling to get the calculation
model of a scene category different from other scene
categories through the study and training based on the
image description of training sample set. The description
of image contents includes feature extraction, visual
dictionary generation, image feature mapping and
intermediate semantic theme expression, etc. Classification
judgment includes classifier design and classification. The
semantic classification of semantic scenes can help
improve the recognition efficiency and accuracy of scene
semantics. The main steps of scene semantics classification
are shown in Fig. 5.
In the research into channel semantic recognition
model, the model provided by GAO et al. is well worthy
of reference [35]. In this paper, that model is taken as
reference and modified for research herein. Firstly, channel
middle-layer semantic features are mainly convolution,
sampling and full connection processes in CNN.
Tehnički vjesnik 25, 5(2018), 1429-1436

Figure 5 Flowchart of Scene Classification

The purpose of subsampling is to reduce the dimension
of feature map obtained in convolution layer and the
method applied is usually to sum up all pixels, of which the
size is n∗n blocks, in input image, so that output image
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would be reduced n times on two dimensions. The method
for research herein is to sum up two pixels of each
unrepeated areas in each feature map into one pixel, then
weight with multiplying offset βz+1, add adding offset
bz+1, and produce a feature map reduced twice by sigmoid
activation function. Here, the convolution layer formula
and the sampling layer formula of behavior semantic
channel are as follows:

(

( )

C A(x ) =
f β A(x ) ∗ down C A(x ) + bA(x )
ij

ij

ij

ij

)

(7)

Where: down - Subsampling function.
Every output feature will correspond to a multiplying
offset β and an adding offset b.
Full connection is to bring kernels to convolution
operation at all feature maps of previous layer and reduce
the feature vector to the vector of 1∗n dimension, so that
semantics at each channel would output 1∗n vector features
via respective full connection layers.
On the basis of completing extraction of middle-layer
semantic features pertaining to character identity, behavior
and context, middle-layer semantic features are taken as
input of multi-channel semantic fusion layer, the vector
matrix V x [C (px ) , C A(x ) , CS(x ) ] is constructed as input of
multi-channel semantic fusion and then features are
extracted by means of multi-semantic CNN learning
method. The convolution layer formula of semantic CNN
at fusion layer is as follows [35]:

(

V (x +1) =δ F (x +1) Z (x +1) + b(x +1)

)

(8)

Where: Z(x+1) - Middle-layer convolution output of threelayered fusion layer.
In order to lower semantic noise existing in the process
of convolution, enhance the robustness of semantic fusion
and allow the model to learn the relevancy among multichannel semantics, the loss function of fusion semantics is
put forward, with the formula as follows [35]:
L=
pas

V (x ) − V (x ) pas

2

(9)

Where: L pas - Semantic feature pass.
L pas merely fuses action behavior and context; in this

way, V (x ) pas = [0, C A(x ) , CS(x ) ] . In order to improve the
accuracy of complete loss function of semantic fusion, the
weight w is introduced, and the formula is as follows:

L =wL pas + w p L pas + wa L pas + ws L pas

(10)

In this paper, relevant parameters of respective layers
in the entire network are adjusted by automatic learning
and supervised learning in a bid to complete the task of
semantic recognition, and loss functions are built by adding
the sorting of maximum margin into SVM sorter. Herein, a
number of one-to-many models are trained, with one type
corresponding to one model, with losses between real types
y ∈ {1, − 1} and predicted types to be calculated for each
1434

model. Next, with fusion-layer feature vector V as training
data of forward propagation and W as weight parameter
between fusion layer and recognition layer, the maximum
value is obtained and the formula is as follows [36]:
)
L(W
=

min 1
w 2

N

∗ W T ∗ W + C ∑ n =1 max (1 −W T ∗ z ∗ y, 0) (11)

For the sake of simplifying the training process of
multi-layer framework, the foregoing type-II will be
expanded to multiple types, with corresponding matching
l2-loss function as follows [36]:

∑ k∈Y ∑ y∈Y max (1 − WyT ∗ z + WkT ∗ z, 0 )
K

2

(12)

Where: Y - Sample type set; WkT - Connecting weight of
semantic K and fusion layer.
7

EXPERIMENT RESULTS

We selected an office area for testing, with the
interface as shown in Fig. 6. Video data transmitted from
many cameras display in polling in terms of four screens.
Before this, according to the foregoing theories, the
learning machine has undergone lots of learning about
various work in multiple scenes, such as bank, ticket office
and office hall, with corresponding video databases built.
The system simulated multiple scenes:
(1) In simulation of normal work and shift handover,
the computer is able to identify the current work status
accurately; e.g. on the occasion of shift handover, both
shifts swiped cards in the system and waited for handover
completion before the system conducted the facial
recognition according to their data and confirmed relevant
information;
(2) When a staff swipes the card at the entrance guard
before entering into office, the shooting system will
compare the picture of staff in data-collecting area with
that in personnel database and give alarm in case of any
abnormality found; e.g. Staff A was the regular staff and
entered by card swiping as required, followed by a stalker,
the system gave alarm immediately and collected the
picture information of stalker;
(3) When somebody, acting as a thief, stole a cell
phone from another one, put the phone in the pocket and
left quickly, the system gave alarm immediately, recorded
the thief’s facial image automatically and marked with a
red box, as shown in Fig. 6;
(4) In simulation of abnormal behaviors in office, e.g.
staff sleeping or chatting in work hours, the system will
give message of abnormality.
Tab. 1 lists the video accuracy in certain scenarios of
the model designed by this paper. For playing basketball
and other sports, the actions were relatively obvious and
the site semantic interpretations were more definite, so the
recognition accuracies were all above 85%, while for the
office environment and other more complex scenarios, the
recognition accuracies slightly declined, the reasons lay in
the lack of features for feature semantics and so on,
resulting in compromised key frame extractions and
limited
semantic
integration
with
surrounding
Technical Gazette 25, 5(2018), 1429-1436
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environment, which can be solved by increasing the
learning machine learning, enriching the semantic cue

materials, and improving the capacity utilization in the
recognition.

Figure 6 Testing Interface of Smart Video System
Table 1 Statistical table of experimental results of video scene dataset
Recognition
Behavioral description
accuracy (%)
Playing basketball
85
Playing table tennis
86
Kicking shuttlecock
85
Normal office duty shifting behavior
75
Abnormal office duty shifting behavior
75
(inconsistent shifting persons or procedures, etc.)
Follow the abnormal personnel and behavior
69
entering the control area
Simulating theft behavior
70
Other activities during office hours
68
(take snacks as an example)
Sleeping in the office
83
Having a too long talk in the office
66
…
...

By testing, the application of semantic recognition
learning technology based on video scene in smart video
and corresponding algorithm model are completely
successful.
8

CONCLUSIONS

This paper accomplishes the recognition of task
actions in smart video well by use of video scene semantic
recognition learning technology. Firstly, the said
technology utilizes video scene and clip segmentation to
obtain keyframe, thus with both efficiency and accuracy of
action recognition improved. Then, it deploys CNN to
extract and fuse channel information like character
identity, behavior and context, introduces loss function,
digs potential relevancy among semantics of different
channels, adjusts the learning parameters of entire network
and realizes the recognition of task action by dint of SVM
sorter.
By testing, the application of semantic recognition
learning technology based on video scene in smart video
and corresponding algorithm model are completely
successful.
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